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EXHIBITS
Tab

Title

1.

Independent Service Agreement with Violet Paul, March 31, 2010

2.

Email from Violet Paul to Jeffrey Hayes re: first concept paper and budget,
dated February 1, 2010

3.

Proposal for Funding in the amount of $240,000, dated April 2010

4.

Proposal for Funding in the amount of $280,000, dated July 2010

5.

Violet Paul employment contract, dated November 9, 2010

6.

Request for Proposals re: consultants to develop business case with a due
date March 31, 2011

7.

Ishkonigan Inc. (“Ishkonigan”) letter of engagement addressed to Violet Paul,
dated May 1, 2011

8.

Letter from Ishkonigan to Shubenacadie First Nation re: acceptance of
services, dated May 16, 2011

9.

Letter from Indian and Northern Affairs Canada to Council re: Amendment
0001 to Agreement 0708-02-000006 for $50,000, dated May 2, 2012

10.

Ishkonigan Invoice 00001 in the amount $50,000, dated October 1, 2011

11.

Ishkonigan Draft Opportunity Analysis, dated December 1, 2011

12.

The First Nations Centre of Balance and Resiliency Association (“FNCBR
Association”) corporate search

13.

Band Council Resolution 2011-2012-012 re:
Commemoration Project and the FNCBR Association

14.

Letter from Gary Richard to Ian Gray, dated April 9, 2012

15.

Letter from Gary Richard to Belinda Smith, dated June 27, 2012

16.

Ishkonigan company profile

17.

Email from Jeffrey Hayes to Gary Richard re: email string, dated September
29, 2011

18.

Burchell MacDougall Lawyers Statement of Account re: General Matters,
dated February 1, 2012

19.

Violet Paul Invoice 014 in the amount $6,000, dated December 4, 2009

20.

Cheque requisition for $5,000 paid to Violet Paul, dated June 1, 2010

21.

Cheque #97 in the amount $5,000 for payment to Violet Paul from Amcrest
Management Inc., dated October 13, 2010
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22.

Cheque #101 in the amount $5,000 for payment to Violet Paul from Amcrest
Management Inc., dated October 27, 2010

23.

Cheque #118 in the amount $2,000 for payment to Violet Paul from Amcrest
Management Inc., dated March 14, 2011
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1

BACKGROUND

1.1

During the period of April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2012 (“Period of Review”)
Shubenacadie First Nation (“SFN” or “the Nation” or “the Band”) pursued the
development of a Centre of Balance and Resiliency (“CBR”). The CBR was
intended to provide a youth healing centre for SFN with services ranging from
detox to post-discharge community outreach and long-term rehabilitation support.
Another component of the CBR was the design and construction of a Cultural
Lodge with the objective to honour the Indian Residential School Survivors.

1.2

The project was to be developed and managed by Violet Paul (“V. Paul”) on behalf
of SFN. During this time, V. Paul was also an employee of SFN working as the
assistant to Chief Jerry F. Sack (“Chief Sack” or “Jerry F. Sack”). To assist with
developing the business case for the CBR, Ishkonigan Inc. (“Ishkonigan”) was
engaged under contract. Concerns were raised with respect to the cost of the
project and the apparent lack of deliverables. These concerns included the receipt
of $50,000 in funding from Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (“INAC”) which was
allegedly paid to Ishkonigan for a proposal that was rejected. Although the
proposal was rejected the current Director of Operations was advised that SFN will
not be required to repay the funding.

1.3

Amounts have been rounded for reporting purposes.

1.4

MNP investigators contacted V. Paul to discuss the CBR but she declined to meet
with us.
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2

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

2.1

Based upon the documents, the concept of the CBR first appears in December
2009 by way of an agreement with V. Paul to manage the project. From that point,
proposals are prepared and funds were expended from SFN and other
corporations connected to SFN. In addition to SFN, corporations making
payments to V. Paul during the Period of Review are Amcrest Management Inc.
(“Amcrest”), a company owned by Jeffrey Hayes (“J. Hayes”) and potentially MRJJ
Management Inc. (“MRJJ”), a company owned by Council members and J. Hayes.
Although connected to SFN by virtue of their shareholders, these companies are
not controlled by SFN.

2.2

Table 1 below is a summary timeline of events to provide an overview of the
activities and transactions related to the CBR from December 2009 to June 2012.
The Period of Review is extended in this case to include correspondence relevant
to the CBR project.
Table 1: CBR Summary Timeline of Events
Date
December 4, 2009

February 1, 2010

April 2010

April 26, 2010
July 2010

October 13, 2010
November 9, 2010

Event
Independent Service Agreement with V. Paul.
Term of the agreement was to March 31, 2010,
which coincides with the intended delivery of
the final proposal for the CBR.
Email from V. Paul to J. Hayes re: first concept
paper and budget. The budget is $177,000
and the email refers to meeting with Phil
Fontaine.
Proposal for Funding with an amount of
$240,000 for the Development Budget. This
appears to be the draft proposal.
First potential payment of $5,000 to V. Paul
from MRJJ.
Proposal for Funding under SFN letterhead.
The Development Budget is $280,000. Former
National Chief Phil Fontaine has agreed to
Chair the Steering Committee. The work is to
be completed under the direction and
supervision of the SFN Council and delegates;
Chief Sack and J. Hayes.
First payment to V. Paul from Amcrest.
Employment Contract with V. Paul. The Band
agreed to pay V. Paul an annual salary of
$30,000 for Executive Assistance duties and
$60,000 for the Project Management of the
CBR.
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Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Exhibit 4

Exhibit 5
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Date
March 11, 2011

May 1, 2011

May 16, 2011

July 11, 2011

August 3, 2011
October 1, 2011
December 1, 2011

January 13, 2012
February 8, 2012

March 2, 2012

April 9, 2012

May 2, 2012

June 27, 2012

1

Event
Request for Proposals (“RFP”) document
seeking applications for interested consultants
to develop a comprehensive Business Case
for the CBR. Project Timeframe: April 1, 2011
to July 31, 2011. Due date for submissions:
March 31, 2011.
Ishkonigan open letter of engagement to SFN
addressed to V. Paul. The letter is accepted
by Chief Sack and J. Hayes.
SFN prepared a letter to Ishkonigan accepting
their services. The letter is signed by V. Paul
on behalf of Chief Sack.
Amendment 0001 to Agreement 0708-02000006 for $50,000 of funding from AANDC for
the development of a Business Case for the
CBR. The agreement was signed by seven (7)
councillors and witnessed by J. Hayes.
V. Paul‟s employment was terminated.
Invoice No. 00001 from Ishkonigan to SFN for
$50,000.
Draft Opportunity Analysis. Although the
document has the name Ishkonigan on it the
words are a mirror image and the document
was faxed from SFN. It is not known who
authored this document.
SFN paid Ishkonigan $50,000.
Incorporation of The First Nations Centre of
Balance and Resiliency Association (“FNCBR
Association”) – ID3260965.
BCR 2011-2012-012 re: the Residential School
Commemoration Project and the FNCBR
Association.
Letter from Gary Richard (“G. Richard”), legal
counsel to SFN, to Ian Gray of INAC – Atlantic
advising that SFN has no business connection
to the CBR project but supports the stated
goals and objectives.
Letter from Belinda Smith, Director, Lands and
Economic Development, INAC providing SFN
with copies of Amendment 001 related to the
funding for the project.
Letter from G. Richard to Belinda Smith,
referencing an apparent change in the
application which substituted the FNCBR
Association for SFN.

Reference
Exhibit 6

Exhibit 7

Exhibit 8

Exhibit 9

Exhibit 10
Exhibit 11

Exhibit 12

Exhibit 13

Exhibit 14

Exhibit 9

Exhibit 15

1

The BCR is not dated, however it is dated at March 2, 2012 in the BCR Register and described
as “Phase 2”.
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2.3

Due to the interrelationship of V. Paul‟s agreements and employment with SFN it is
necessary to address each of the arrangements, third party agreements and
payments in more detail. The evolution of the CBR project and related agreements
and financial transactions are addressed in more detail in the following sections.
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3

CBR PROPOSALS AND BUSINESS CASE
Proposal for Funding – April 2010

3.1

A Proposal for Funding for the CBR dated April 2010, attached as Exhibit 3
outlines the background and concept of the project and requested funding of
$50,000 from each of the following stakeholders: Health Canada, Indian Affairs,
Province of Nova Scotia and Catholic / United Churches. The budget in this
proposal was $240,000.

3.2

The timing of the proposal is in line with the Independent Services Agreement and
is therefore assumed to have been prepared by V. Paul. Payments to V. Paul with
respect to her services and the CBR are discussed in Section 5.
Proposal for Funding – July 2010

3.3

A second Proposal for Funding is dated July 2010, attached as Exhibit 4. The
July 2010 proposal also outlines the background and concept however, no specific
funding amounts are requested. The July 2010 proposal is potentially the final
draft because it is produced on SFN letterhead and no other versions were found.
The budget for the cost of development is now estimated at $280,000.

3.4

The next steps outlined in this proposal included the following:

3.5



Establish a Steering Committee;



Develop a clinical model;



Perform a feasibility study;



Develop a business case;



Secure draft site and building designs; and,



Secure additional partnerships including private and government funding.

According to the proposal, the Former National Chief Phil Fontaine (“P. Fontaine”)
agreed to Chair the Steering Committee.
Request for Proposals – March 11, 2011

3.6

On March 11, 2011, a RFP, attached as Exhibit 6, was prepared on SFN
letterhead. The Request for Proposal stated that SFN is seeking applications for
interested consultants/persons with First Nation experience to develop a Business
Plan/Case for the CBR. The planned table of contents for the Business Case was
included in Annex A to the RFP.
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3.7

3.8

The project timeframe was April 1, 2011 to July 31, 2011. The first draft of the
Business Case was due May 31, 2011 and the final draft was due July 31, 2011.
The remuneration terms are as follows:


First installment of 25% upon signing of the Contract for the RFP;



Second installment of 50% upon completion of the first draft; and,



Last installment of 25% upon completion of the final draft.

The submission deadline was March 31, 2011 with submissions to be made to V.
Paul. We are not aware of where the RFP was posted or what submissions were
received. Aside from the agreements with V. Paul, an agreement with Ishkonigan
was identified.
Ishkonigan Services – May to December 2011

3.9

Ishkonigan prepared an open letter of engagement (“engagement letter”) with SFN
addressed to V. Paul and dated May 1, 2011 (refer Exhibit 7). No other
submissions related to the CBR project were found. It is not known if the RFP was
posted, where it was posted, who responded or how Ishkonigan was chosen to
work on the project.

3.10 Ishkonigan is a Canadian incorporated company located in Ontario and P.
Fontaine is listed as the President. It is assumed that this is the former National
Chief Phil Fontaine. An Industry Canada profile of the company is attached as
Exhibit 16. We note that P. Fontaine was also listed as the Chair of the Steering
Committee for the CBR.
3.11 Ishkonigan‟s estimated fee schedule outlined in the engagement letter is as
follows:


$25,000 retainer;



$8,500 per month with a one-year minimum engagement commitment; and,



$12,000 in travel and related expenses.

3.12 The engagement letter between Ishkonigan and SFN was signed by Chief Sack.
The engagement was confirmed by a letter dated May 16, 2011, signed by V. Paul
on behalf of Chief Sack (refer Exhibit 8). The letter confirmed “that the $25,000
retainer will be paid as soon as Indian Brook [SFN] receives its $50,000 from
INAC”.
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3.13 Ishkonigan billed SFN with invoice 00001 dated October 1, 2011 for $50,000 (refer
Exhibit 10). The invoice description is $25,000 for “work on draft opp analysis and
financial analysis for FN CBR” and an additional $25,000 for „labour charges for
Ishkonigan team ($8,500 per month as per contract-discount)‟. The invoice was
sent to the attention of Chief Sack and is for services up to the end of September
2011.
3.14 An email string dated September 29, 2011 from V. Paul to Chief Sack, J. Hayes
and Ronnie Augustine (“R. Augustine”) was forwarded to G. Richard by J. Hayes.
In the email V. Paul is appealing to R. Augustine to pay “Phil” in order to complete
what is in the funding agreement so further funding can be obtained. V. Paul also
refers to the incorporation of the CBR with Chief Sack on the Board of Directors.
The email is attached as Exhibit 17.
3.15 Per review of the Band‟s general ledger, SFN paid Ishkonigan $50,000 on January
13, 2012, cheque 997892.
CBR Funding and Approvals
3.16 Documentation with respect to the submissions to INAC requesting funding and
the receipt of funding was found in correspondence with INAC in 2012. A project
file on the CBR was not found in the records at the SFN band office.
3.17 Included in the communications between INAC and G. Richard in May 2012 is
Agreement 0708-02-000006, Amendment 0001 (“Amendment 001”). Amendment
001 confirms targeted funding of $50,000 and was signed on July 11, 2011 by
seven (7) SFN Councillors and was witnessed by J. Hayes. The attached
Statement of Work describes the contribution to be a maximum of $50,000 against
total costs of $62,500 towards a Business Case for the CBR. Amendment 001 and
related documents are attached as Exhibit 9.
3.18 Receipt of the funding was traced to a deposit in the SFN RBC Admin account on
September 1, 2011. These funds were not placed in a segregated account to
directly match the funds to be expensed.
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3.19 The cover letter from Belinda Smith indicates that as of May 2, 2012 documents
required under Amendment 001 had not been received. These documents
included the Draft Opportunity Analysis, Draft Financial Analysis and Projects, and
a completed Business Case. Although a document entitled “Draft Opportunity
Analysis” dated December 1, 2011 (refer Exhibit 11) was found it is apparent by
the correspondence that it was not submitted to INAC. A further application with
respect to the Truth and Reconciliation Commemorative Initiative dated March
2011 was identified. This document does not refer to the CBR project as identified
in other documents and its relationship to the INAC funding under Agreement 001
is unknown. It was submitted to INAC in support of the Business Case but was
rejected.
3.20 In correspondence between G. Richard and INAC (refer Exhibit 14 and 15), INAC
is advised that SFN “has no business connection” to the project or the corporate
enterprise promoting it. G. Richard further advises that the application had been
amended, however, we have not found documentation to confirm the amendment.
With respect to the corporate enterprise, we assume that G. Richard is referring to
the FNCBR Association.
FNCBR Association
3.21 The FNCBR Association was incorporated in the province of Nova Scotia on
February 8, 2012. It was registered as a Society at 24 Poplar Lane, Indian Brook
First Nation. This address matches the home address of V. Paul. The directors
are listed as: Jerry F. Sack, P. Fontaine, Kathleen Mahoney, Doug Reti and V.
Paul. V. Paul is also listed as the recognized agent. A corporate search is
attached as Exhibit 12.
3.22 A Statement of Account from Burchell MacDougall Lawyers (“Burchell
MacDougall”) dated February 1, 2012 refers to services provided by Mr. Kelly
Mittelstadt (“K. Mittlestadt”) for the incorporation of the FNCBR Association,
excerpts of the Statement of Account and Billing Summary are attached as Exhibit
18. K. Mittelstadt‟s time referenced to communications for the incorporation were
with V. Paul. The last time docket for K. Mittlestadt was on January 18, 2012
where he was exchanging emails with V. Paul. We note that V. Paul was not an
employee of SFN at this time.
3.23 SFN was billed $637 in professional time for the incorporation of the FNCBR
Association. It is not clear how much of the disbursements on the invoice relate to
the incorporation. This invoice was paid by SFN on April 4, 2012. In G. Richard‟s
letter to Belinda Smith he advised that SFN has no business connection to the
FNCBR Association. If this was the case then we question why SFN is paying
legal fees for the incorporation and consider if SFN is owed $637 plus
disbursements and taxes from the FNCBR Association or Burchell MacDougall.
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Summary of Proposals and Funding
3.24 Based upon the above documentation and process we note the following:


Documents related to the CBR are incomplete. Under the terms of the
Independent Service Agreement with V. Paul, SFN is to have full and
complete ownership of the reports and materials produced by V. Paul. We
know that SFN received funding with respect to creating the Business Plan
therefore a completed submission to INAC should have been provided to
SFN by V. Paul;



When V. Paul was emailing R. Augustine with respect to paying the invoice
of Ishkonigan her employment had been terminated by SFN;



The agreement with Ishkonigan is general in nature and does not refer to the
RFP which would link the funding for the Business Case to the engagement
of Ishkonigan. We have not found any documentation that clearly identifies
the work produced by Ishkonigan for SFN and therefore have classified the
payment of $50,000 as questionable. In addition, the funding was received in
September and was comingled with other general operating funds.
Ishkonigan was paid five months after the funding was received therefore it is
not possible to directly match the funding to the CBR expense. We note that
the Ishkonigan invoice references “FN CBR” with no reference to SFN
therefore it could be a reference to the FNCBR Association indicating that
Ishkonigan directed the work toward the development of the Association and
not SFN;



The law firm representing SFN and SFN funds of $637 plus expenses and
taxes were used to incorporate the FNCBR Association which is not
controlled or related to SFN. We note that Jerry F. Sack is a director of the
FNCBR Association along with V. Paul and P. Fontaine. Both of which were
identified with the CBR project since its inception. We are not aware of a
trust agreement with respect to the FNCBR Association which would tie it to
SFN and therefore consider the payment questionable; and,



We have not identified a document which clearly outlines the business case
for the CBR.
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4

VIOLET PAUL - CONTRACTS
Independent Service Agreement

4.1

SFN entered into an Independent Service Agreement with V. Paul where she
agreed to provide consulting services for the Council in relation to the CBR (refer
Exhibit 1). The agreement commenced December 4, 2009 and was to remain in
effect until March 31, 2010.

4.2

SFN agreed to pay V. Paul a total sum of $30,000 provided that all of the terms
and conditions of the agreement are fulfilled. The payment schedule was as
follows:


$6,000 (20%) upon all parties signing of the agreement;



$8,000 upon submission of the first draft of the proposal for the CBR due
January 22, 2010;



$8,000 upon submission of the draft proposal by February 23, 2010; and,



$8,000 upon the submission of the final draft by March 24, 2010.

4.3

According to the agreement, the consultant was responsible for all associated
costs, such as travel. The agreement was signed by Jerry F. Sack and J. Hayes
on behalf of SFN.

4.4

The objectives of the initiative are outlined in Annex A to the agreement. Although
not specifically defined, the draft proposal was the culmination of research and
forming the concept of the CBR to submit a proposal to stakeholders to secure
funding for the project.

4.5

The total contract was paid by SFN and the payments detailed in Section 5.0 of
this Appendix. The proposal was dated July 2010; after the due date.
Employment Contract

4.6

V. Paul also entered into an Employment Contract with Chief Sack and SFN dated
November 9, 2010 (refer Exhibit 5). Under the terms of the contract, V. Paul is to
take direction exclusively from Chief Sack. The agreement was signed by Jerry F.
Sack on behalf of SFN and witnessed by J. Hayes.

4.7

Under the agreement V. Paul was to receive a $30,000 annual salary for Executive
Assistant duties and a $60,000 annual salary for the Project Management of the
CBR.
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4.8

The agreement included provisions for the following:


Reimbursement of all expenses incurred as a result of performance for job
related duties;



A cellular phone/smart phone and laptop computer;



All fees and financial costs associated with gaining admission to, and
maintain standing with, the Nova Scotia Barristers‟ Society; and,



Coverage under the Health Benefits Package in place from time to time for
Employees of the Indian Brook Band Council.
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5

VIOLET PAUL - PAYMENTS

5.1

During the period of December 4, 2009 to June 21, 2012 payments, with respect to
the CBR, to or on behalf of V. Paul from SFN and Amcrest totalled $101,098 with
an additional amount of $20,000 potentially paid by MRJJ. Details of the payments
are attached in Schedule 1. The payments listed are non-payroll and are
summarized as follows:
Table 2: Non-Payroll Payments to, or on behalf of, V. Paul (Schedule 1)
Description By Source
Shubenacadie First Nation
CBR (as per Independent Service Agreement)
Treatment Centre
Treatment Centre - Other
Reimbursement of Cell Phone
Computer
Travel
Other
Subtotal
Amcrest
Cheque 97 - Oct 13, 2010
Cheque 101 - Oct 27, 2010
Cheque 118 - Mar 14, 2011
Subtotal
Total Non-Payroll Payments

Amount
$30,000
52,000
569
1,133
3,639
1,687
70
89,098

$

5,000
5,000
2,000
12,000
101,098

5.2

Despite the fact that V. Paul was paid $30,000 as outlined in the Independent
Service Agreement (refer to Section 4.2), it is not known what services she
performed. For example, it is not clear if V. Paul was responsible for the
preparation of the April 2010 or July 2010 Proposals for Funding.

5.3

A total of $62,000 in payments to V. Paul were made between April 7, 2010 and
November 8, 2010; $52,000 of these payments were made from SFN with the
remainder from Amcrest2. The payments from SFN include a memo description in
the general ledger of „treatment centre‟. We were advised that „treatment centre‟
relates to the CBR. We note that all of these payments pre-date the employment
agreement.

2

The source of the funds in the Amcrest bank accounts at the time of these payments is primarily
from SFN.
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5.4

In addition to the payments from SFN and Amcrest, there is an indication on the
bank statements of MRJJ that a total of $20,000 in online banking transfers were
made to V. Paul from MRJJ. The payments are potentially connected to V. Paul
via notations made on the MRJJ bank statements by the auditors from discussions
they had with J. Hayes. Information confirming the receipt of these funds is not
available as we would require V. Paul‟s banking information to confirm if she
received the funds. If she did receive the funds then the amounts paid to V. Paul
with respect to the CBR would increase by the same amount. We also note that all
funds paid from the MRJJ bank account were sourced by SFN.
Payments by SFN

5.5

SFN cheque requisition forms for nine of the thirteen payments were identified
however only one invoice, #014 dated December 4, 2009 in the amount of $6,000
(refer Exhibit 19) was found as per the Independent Service Agreement. Refer to
Exhibit 20 as an example of an SFN cheque requisition form for $5,000 paid to V.
Paul dated June 1, 2010. J. Hayes appears to have prepared the document
however, the nature of the services provided by V. Paul in exchange for the
payment is not known.

5.6

A payment of $569.17 categorized as “Treatment Centre - other” was recorded as
paid to Charmaine Haddad on July 20, 2010. The memo description in the general
ledger was “Violet Paul – Treatment Centre”. The nature of the payment is not
known but is included in the total attributed to V. Paul for our analysis due to the
reference in the general ledger.

5.7

Included in the payments to V. Paul is one payment of $1,133 on November 15,
2010 for a cellular phone. Also, included are three payments attributed to V. Paul
totalling $3,639 with respect to computer expenses. As outlined above in
Paragraph 4.8, V. Paul‟s employment contract dated November 9, 2010 states the
Band will provide a cellular phone / smart phone and laptop computer. The
employment contract does not provide guidelines with respect to providing receipts
and approvals for the reimbursement of expenses. No receipts were identified in
relation to the reimbursements of the cellular phone and computer. We are not
aware of the computer being returned to SFN but note that it is listed as part of
remuneration.

5.8

The payments classified as travel include three payments totalling $1,687. No
receipts were identified with respect to the reimbursement of V. Paul‟s travel
expenses.
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5.9

A total of $6,529 in expenses were paid to V. Paul where no supporting
documentation was found in the records of SFN. Although the employment
contract with V. Paul does not specify that receipts are required for reimbursement
of expenses, we note that there is an accepted practice and we understand a
requirement for receipts to support any payments. Absent receipts to support
these expenditures they are considered questionable.
Payments from Amcrest

5.10 Three payments totalling $12,000 were identified as payments to V. Paul by
Amcrest and summarized in Table 3 below. The payments from Amcrest are
included in this analysis as the amounts were funded by transfers from SFN or
MRJJ, which were also funded by SFN.
Table 3: Payments to Violet Paul by Amcrest
Cheque Number
97
101
118
Total

Date Cheque Cleared Bank
October 13, 2010
October 27, 2010
March 14, 2011

Reference
Exhibit 21
Exhibit 22
Exhibit 23

Amount
$ 5,000
5,000
2,000
$ 12,000

5.11 In the interviews with J. Hayes he confirmed that the payments to V. Paul from
Amcrest were related to the CBR and that it was to be a flow-through from SFN
based upon funding. Excerpts from his interviews are as follows:
MCCORMACK: Is that, does Violet Paul do any of this stuff for you?
HAYES:
No. She didn’t do, well Violet Paul worked, Violet Paul is a different
story.
MCCORMACK: Yeah well she was the chief’s admin.
HAYES:
She was the chief’s assist admin, and she was paid a certain amount
from the band’s books and then she got herself appointed as the
Center of Balance . . .
MCCORMACK: And Resiliency.
HAYES:
. . . and yeah, she was gonna run that. So that came through my
company too, I think. But then she got a contract signed with the
band to do that. So she had two contracts, one as the chief’s admin
and one as Center of Balance.
MCCORMACK: So what would your payments then have been to Violet for?
HAYES:
Center of Balance.
MCCORMACK: Center of Balance, like what proposals or?
HAYES:
No to get it up and running.
MCCORMACK: Oh okay.
HAYES:
So she would do proposals to get funding for the Center of Balance.
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MCCORMACK: Okay. And then what happens, is there any re payment then from that
back into the band . . .
HAYES:
(Talk over) The band was supposed to be repaid, yeah . . .
MCCORMACK: Okay.
HAYES:
. . . through her funding that she raised yeah.
MCCORMACK: Okay.
HAYES:
I had no idea whether it was or not.
MCCORMACK: All right that was my next question.
HAYES:
Yeah I was gone by then.

5.12 J. Hayes further indicated the following:
MCCORMACK: The work that was done, you mentioned that you had a bunch of work
done with respect to, from Amcrest. And Amcrest was paying out like
Dana Gloade and Violet Paul and that. Did you keep invoices for
that?
HAYES:
Mm, I have some yeah. The Violet one was for when she first started
there.
MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:
It was an in and out. I don’t, I'd have to look, dig, if she gave me
invoices. Cheryl Copage had invoices that went through Amcrest.
MCCORMACK: Would you do any tax reholding or withholding on them?
HAYES:
No. No.
MCCORMACK: So it was just a straight . . .
HAYES:
Straight, if it’s five grand, it was five grand.
MCCORMACK: Okay.
HAYES:
Straight in and out.
MCCORMACK: And did you, did you . . .
HAYES:
(Talk over) And the reason they wanted it through my company was
they didn’t want to get paid through the band because they were in
constant battle with certain Councillors.
MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:
And it was all verbally approved but the chief and all that stuff, like just
put it through your company and pay them.

5.13 Although J. Hayes has indicated that the payments were in accordance with
direction from the Chief, Chief Sack was firstly not aware of the payments made
from Amcrest in his interview but appears to be aware of her role with the CBR.
MCCORMACK: Okay. And how about Violet, now Violet used to be your executive
assistant.
SACK:

(Talk over) Yeah.

MCCORMACK: Here she gets a cheque for two thousand dollars from Amcrest.
SACK:

What’s, fuck I don’t know man, was she doing reports with Cheryl.

and further,
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MCCORMACK: . . . and then you guys let her go for, you know you whatever your
reasons are that's fine. Was she only working for the band and I see we,
I mean obviously there’s payments here to Violet with respect to Amcrest
but what would her job have been beyond just being your executive
assistant?
SACK:

She was working on that youth facility, I believe.

MCCORMACK: The youth facility.
SACK:

Yeah.

5.14 We note that the first two payments were prior to the Employment Contract with
SFN and the third payment was when V. Paul was receiving regular payroll
deposits. We are not aware of an extension of the original Independent Service
Agreement or a new agreement between the dates of March 31, 2010 and
November 9, 2010, the date of the Employment Contract. We have not located
any documentation to support these payments.
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6

CONCLUSION

6.1

Based on the above, identified costs incurred for the development of the CBR are
shown in Table 4 below:
Table 4: Payments for the CBR
Payee
V. Paul

Ishkonigan
Subtotal
V. Paulunconfirmed
Total

Source
SFN
Amcrest (SFN)
Sub-total
SFN
MRJJ (SFN)

Amount
$ 89,089
12,000
101,089
50,000
151,089
20,000
$ 171,089

6.2

Although a total of $171,000 has been identified as incurred by SFN for the
development of the CBR, we understand that the project has not reached the point
where a business case has been accepted. The amount budgeted for completion
of the business case was $62,500 with $50,000 of the amount funded by INAC.
Based upon correspondence in the spring and summer of 2012, the required filings
under the funding agreement are not complete however, communications from
INAC with the Director of Operations indicates that no further submissions from
SFN are required.

6.3

V. Paul was employed by SFN as a consultant and project manager for the CBR
but there are payments to her which are not currently supported and comments by
J. Hayes in his interviews suggest that payments were made through Amcrest and
potentially MRJJ to avoid disclosure to Council members with J. Hayes facilitating
the payments. Based upon the documents acquired $52,000 in payments to V.
Paul are unsupported and therefore questionable.

6.4

Payments totalling $6,529 described as expenses for travel, cell phone, computer
and application fee are not supported by receipts therefore, for purposes of this
report they are considered questionable.

6.5

In addition, the contract with Ishkonigan does not reference the development of the
business case although correspondence suggests that the funding received for the
business case was effectively used to pay their invoice. Further, it is not known
what services were provided to SFN by Ishkonigan and the invoicing references
“FN CBR” and not SFN. Based upon the documentation and a lack of work
product found at SFN the payment of $50,000 is considered questionable.
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6.6

Further, the payment to Burchell MacDougall of $637.00 plus expenses and taxes,
for the incorporation of the FNCBR Association are considered questionable. G.
Richard has stated that the FNCBR Association has no affiliation to SFN therefore
we do not understand why the expense to register the entity was directed by a
non-employee of SFN and billed to SFN.

6.7

The payments from Amcrest and MRJJ totalling $32,000 are included in the
insurance claim. Therefore, amounts deemed questionable with respect to the
remaining CBR project payments total $109,166. SFN should consult legal
counsel with respect to the questionable payments.
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7

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

7.1

This Appendix to MNP Report is not intended for general circulation or publication,
nor is it intended to be used for any purpose other than to advise Pink Larkin, or as
outlined in the Terms of Reference noted at Section 1 of the Report. We will not
assume any responsibility or liability for losses suffered by any party as a result of
circulation, distribution, publication, duplication, reproduction, or any use of this
report contrary to the provisions of this Paragraph.

7.2

We reserve the right, but will be under no obligation, to review all calculations and
comments included in or referred to in this report and, if we consider it necessary,
to revise our comments in light of any information existing at the date of this report
that subsequently becomes known to us.

7.3

Our Report must be considered in its entirety by the reader. Selecting and relying
on specific portion of the analyses or factors considered by us in isolation may be
misleading. The procedures performed do not constitute an audit and an audit has
not been performed on the financial information.
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